Course Review: Ranch Hills Golf Course
Ranch Hills Golf Course in Mulino was the first course
we played in 2013. After a traditional day of college
football on New Year’s Day, we wanted to get The
Quest off to a good start that year, so headed out to
Ranch Hills on Jan. 2. And oh, it was cold — very
cold. We arrived at 10 a.m. and the course was still
closed for a “frost delay.” In fact, it was about 28
degrees, so “freeze delay” would have been a better term. However, with paying customers waiting,
the Ranch Hills management wasn’t going to be too
particular. We were off by 10:20, frost/freeze delay
be damned.
Needless to say, the course condition made for an
interesting round. The first several greens we encountered were completely frozen (photo right). Obviously we had to play a lot of bump-and-run approach shots, as anything hit further than about 50
yards out wasn’t going to stay on the green. Hey, it
was Jan. 2, it was a fun challenge, and we weren’t
overly concerned about scores.
Ranch Hills opened in 1965. The 9-hole layout is
fairly short no matter which tees you play; we played
the whites, which were only 4842 yards. Of course,
we had on about six layers apiece, so we weren’t
swinging particularly loosely!
Hazards at Ranch Hills are truly few and far between. You do have the three givens — trees, water
and sand — but not an abundance of any. There are
a handful of bunkers guarding a few greens. The
course’s mature trees are, generally speaking, set
back far enough from the fairway boundaries that
you need to whack it off-course pretty good to get
into trouble. There are smaller, landscape trees dotting the course as well. You’re well advised to actu-

ally read the small print on the scorecard at Ranch
Hills, as you get a free two club-length drop from
any tree 8 feet tall and under. Seriously! We wish
that were a universal golf rule. ☺
Water comes in the form of a local stream called
Milk Creek. You first encounter Milk Creek on No. 2,
though the second is a 149-yard par 3 and the water
really has no business coming into play. It returns
on holes 5 and 6, running parallel left alongside both
and a problem for sure if you hook it.
You also have to hit over the water on No. 8, which
is probably Ranch Hills’ signature hole. A par 5 of
only 377 yards, you tee off a mat from a very elevated tee box, faced with a fairway that severely
doglegs left. Hit a driver and you’ll likely go too far,
so the first thing to do is to grab your 3-wood. The
tee box is tree-shrouded, so you ring a bell down
on the fairway when you’re clear. Despite the general unbusyness of Jan. 2 golf, we had a tee shot
whiz by our heads down on the fairway. The single
golfer caught up with us and apologized, seemingly
sincerely, saying, “Sorry, I didn’t see you.” Well, OK
— but that’s why the signs say to wait until we ring
the bell, right?

